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out !
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the changes? 

What do medical doctors want?





Shape Analysis

Can you tell the difference ?



Shape Analysis



What do medical doctors want?

• Understanding brain 
structure and function

• Detect structural difference 
between healthy and patients

• Population-based human 
brain atlas



How can Mathematics help?

Differential Geometry

Data 

Processing
Registration

Shape 

Analysis



Data processing

Denoising Segmentation Remeshing



Registration

To find a relationship between surfacessurfacessurfacessurfaces



Shape Analysis

Shape analysis of 

Hippocampus for 

Alzheimer’s disease

Shape analysis of changes 

happened in Lateral ventricles

For measures of disease 

progression



How do doctors analyze our bodies?

Computed Tomography (CT)Computed Tomography (CT)Computed Tomography (CT)Computed Tomography (CT)

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)



2D models to 3D models

Using MRI / CT scanning, 

we can get slices of 2D 

images. Data processing 

is applied to combine 

these 2D images to form 

3D surfaces 3D surfaces 3D surfaces 3D surfaces for analysis 

and observation.



Goal: Map the data to a simple domain

Applications: Perform calculation on the simple domains
But there are many different choices of mappings! But there are many different choices of mappings! But there are many different choices of mappings! But there are many different choices of mappings! 

First step: Parameterization



Data Processing - Triangulation



Data Processing - Parameterization

Goal: To map the complex model to simpler domain 

More convenient for further calculation in simpler 

domain. But there are many different choices !
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What is conformal?
A mapping that preserves angles.

Why is it good?
Local geometry preserved; Least distortion; Easy calculation 

on the parameter domain.
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Mathematically:

A good choice: Conformal Mapping



Parameterization-Conformal mapping

What is conformal ?

A mapping that preserves angles

Mathematically,
a

b c

a

b

c
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Advantages : Local geometry preserved; Least distortion; 

Easy calculation on parameter domain 



Riemann Uniformization Theorem

All surfaces can be conformally mapped to 3 canonical 

surfaces with constant Gaussian curvature:

plane, sphere, Poincaré disk.



Conformal mapping of genus-0 closed surfaces

Minimize harmonic energy:

Computation method -1



Angles well-preserved under conformal maps!

BrainBunny

CowDinosaur

Sphere with 
checker board texture.

Computation method -1



Movie 1

Movie 2

Movie 3

Computation method -1



High-genus surfaces

Cut and Flatten!

Computation method -2



What does it tell us?

• Look for cutting boundaries, called homology basis.

• The cut surface should be carefully flattened to get a conformal map.

(Homology Basis)

Computation method -2



Computation method -2



Fix by Mobius transformationMobius transformationMobius transformationMobius transformation: 

Move the area of interest to the center.

Squeezing

Stretching

(Mobius transformation)(Mobius transformation)(Mobius transformation)(Mobius transformation)

Demo 1

Demo 2

How to deal with area distortion?



Goal: 1111----1 correspondence between different medical data1 correspondence between different medical data1 correspondence between different medical data1 correspondence between different medical data

Applications: Statistical analysis; morphometry; processingStatistical analysis; morphometry; processingStatistical analysis; morphometry; processingStatistical analysis; morphometry; processing

Registration problems



Goal: Find 1-1 correspondence between brain surfaces with 
feature landmarks matching

What are feature landmarks? 
Sulcal curves or regions = anatomical features on brains

Brain registration problem



Extraction of sulcal curves from principal directions

How to find feature landmarks



Extraction of high mean curvature region by Extraction of high mean curvature region by Extraction of high mean curvature region by Extraction of high mean curvature region by 
ChanChanChanChan----Vese segmentationVese segmentationVese segmentationVese segmentation

Automatic landmark tracking



Experimental results:Experimental results:Experimental results:Experimental results:

10 landmarks located10 landmarks located10 landmarks located10 landmarks located



Random mapping does NOT match landmarks!

Brain registration problem



Variational method to obtain landmark-matching mapping

Idea:

1. Map brain surfaces onto 
simple domains (2D 
rectangles)

2. Compute registration on 
the simple domain (easier)
by solving variational 
problems:

Brain registration problem



Results:

Brain registration problem



Results:

Shape-based landmark matching registration of multiple 
landmarks!

Landmarks are not matched 
to corresponding landmarks

Landmarks 
matched!

Brain registration problem



Application: Build average shape

1.Understand how 
the mean shape 
of the healthy or 
unhealthy group 
looks like.

2. Get a template 
shape  for further 
analysis.

How to use it?

Brain registration problem



Application: Sulci shape analysis

Study how the sulcal landmark changes over time
(Gyri thickening is common for William Syndrome disease patients)

Brain registration problem



Difficulty in registering hippocampus:

� No well-defined landmarks.

� Meaningful surface registration = DIFFICULT!DIFFICULT!DIFFICULT!DIFFICULT!

Good news:  

� Curvatures can be computed on surfaces

� Curvature measures curveness of the surface.

Solution:

� Match curvatures instead!

Hippocampus registration problem



Results

Hippocampus registration problem



Results
More hippocampus  mappings

Hippocampus registration problem



What is brainstem?

� Posterior part of the brain

� Provide main motor (主要機能) 

and sensory innervation (感覺神經)

� Example:

呼吸、脈搏、血壓、心臟、溫度、

血液循環、四肢活動等等

Sickness related to brainstem:

� Adolescent idiopathic scoliosis (AIS);

� Visual disturbances, pupil abnormalities, changes in 
sensation, muscle weakness, hearing problems, vertigo, 
swallowing and speech difficulty, voice change, and co-
ordination problems.

Brainstem registration problem



Results Registration of brainstem

Brainstem registration problem



Results Registration of brainstem

Note:

High 
curvature 
regions 

matched!!

Brainstem registration problem



• Detection of shape abnormality on 

organs is important for diagnosing 

diseases such as brain tumor (腫瘤腫瘤腫瘤腫瘤),

colorectal polyps (大腸息肉大腸息肉大腸息肉大腸息肉) and 

abnormal deformation on 

Hippocampus (海馬體海馬體海馬體海馬體).

• Difficult to detect only by naked eye

Shape Analysis

• Shape analysis(形狀分析形狀分析形狀分析形狀分析) do a   

favor for us



Shape Analysis

Can you tell the difference ?



Shape Analysis



What is Beltrami coefficient

Beltrami coefficient

Formula:



Detection of shape abnormality using 
Beltrami coefficient



Detection of shape abnormality using 
Beltrami coefficient

Using Beltrami 

coefficients, we 

can detect the 

degree of 

abnormal 

changes. It is 

useful for brain 

disease analysis



Using Beltrami coefficient, we can also detect the 

pattern of gyri(腦回腦回腦回腦回) thickening. This is applied to study 

Williams Syndrome disease(威廉氏症候群威廉氏症候群威廉氏症候群威廉氏症候群)



Hippocampus

Hippocampus : 

LongLongLongLong----term memory term memory term memory term memory and 

spatial navigationspatial navigationspatial navigationspatial navigation



Shape Analysis on Hippocampus

Shape of hippocampi are similar to “seahorse”.

It is known that Alzheimer’s disease are highly related to 

the shape changes in hippocampus.

Shape analysis is thus important for finding curing methods.



Using Beltrami coefficients and curvatures, we can tell 

the difference between different hippocampi.



Comparing with many different healthy and unhealthy

hippocampi, statistics can be done to show the 

relationship between Alzheimer’s disease and changes in 

specific regions.

Left = healthy;

Right = Unhealthy



Vestibular Systems

Vestibular System: 

Inner structure inside 

the ears; contributes to 

our balance and our 

sense of spatial 

orientation

Highly related to the Adolescent Idiopathic 

Scoliosis (青少年原發性青少年原發性青少年原發性青少年原發性脊椎側彎脊椎側彎脊椎側彎脊椎側彎)



AIS:

� 3D spinal deformity

� affects ~4% 

schoolchildren 

worldwide

� poor postural balance 

control due to impaired 

vestibular function

Adolescent Idiopathic Scoliosis



Shape Analysis of Vestibular Systems

To conduct shape analysis, we first carry out some 

transformations to simplify the complex structure of 

vestibular systems



Shape Analysis of Vestibular Systems

Once the complex structure is transformed to a 2D 

environment, shape analysis can be done on this new 

domain.

Goal : develop new curing method and diagnostic 

process in the earlier stage.



Colon

Colon (結腸結腸結腸結腸)

•Extraction of water 

and salt from solid 

wastes

•Pathology : Colorectal 

polyps

(大腸息肉大腸息肉大腸息肉大腸息肉),

Colorectal cancer

(大腸癌大腸癌大腸癌大腸癌), 

Angiodysplasia

(腸道血發育不良腸道血發育不良腸道血發育不良腸道血發育不良)



Colon

Movie



• Refers to the 

protuberance into the 

lumen from the normally 

flat colonic mucosa

• Can develop into 

colorectal cancer.

• Usually asymptomatic

Colorectal polyps

•Situation –

Colorectal Cancer: 

3rd most incident in 

US



Detection of Colorectal polyps

Polyps detect

Difficult to detect by naked eye, Difficult to detect by naked eye, Difficult to detect by naked eye, Difficult to detect by naked eye, shape analysis helps toshape analysis helps toshape analysis helps toshape analysis helps to
detect polyps using Beltrami coefficients and curvatures.detect polyps using Beltrami coefficients and curvatures.detect polyps using Beltrami coefficients and curvatures.detect polyps using Beltrami coefficients and curvatures.



Shape Analysis

Similarly, we transform the Similarly, we transform the Similarly, we transform the Similarly, we transform the complex structure complex structure complex structure complex structure to a to a to a to a 
2D domain 2D domain 2D domain 2D domain for more convenient analysis.for more convenient analysis.for more convenient analysis.for more convenient analysis.



Shape Analysis

2D flattened registration result



Goal: 
Effective compression of 
diffeomorphisms.

Applications:
Storage; transfer; processing,...

Algorithm: Fourier compression of Beltrami coefficients

Other compressions such as wavelets may also be used.

Advantages:
Saves storage; Easy to preserve diffeomorphic property.

Quasiconformal for compression



Example: Compression of a hippocampal registration

Quasiconformal for compression



Example: Compression of a cortical surface registraion

Diffeomorphic property is preserved with just 5 Fourier coefficients in 
each channel.

Quasiconformal for compression



Fourier/Wavelet coefficients for deformation analysis

Method: Take Fourier/Wavelet coefficients with high/low frequencies to 

extract local/global deformations.

Synthetic examples:



Fourier/Wavelet coefficients for deformation analysis

Method: Take Fourier/Wavelet coefficients with high/low frequencies to 

extract local/global deformations.



Fourier/Wavelet coefficients for deformation analysis

Method: Take Fourier/Wavelet coefficients with high/low frequencies to 

extract local/global deformations.



Goal: 
Remesh an irregular triangular mesh: Build a regular triangulation 
mesh approximating the irregular mesh.
Applications:
Remeshing of biological surface mesh (e.g. brain; HP); Build 
structured grid for efficient numerical computation on surfaces (e.g. 
multigrid etc)

Extracted Hippocampal 
surface with irregular 
triangulation structure!

Quasiconformal for surface Remeshing



One Common technique:
Parameterize surface onto simple domain (e.g. 2d domain) and remesh the 
surface by interpolation on the parameter domain.

Problem: Chicken and egg problem!
To obtain a parameterization (e.g. conformal), 
we need a relatively “good “triangulation.
For example, for curvature-flow method works, we need each angle of the 
triangulation be no less than 20 degree.

Problem in getting good 
parameterization for 
remeshing because of 
thin triangles!

Quasiconformal for surface Remeshing



Our solution: QC method based on composition map

Quasi-conformal w/

Conformal
if

Quasi-conformal 
w/

Beltrami coefficient of the composition map

Quasiconformal for surface Remeshing



Our solution: QC method – a “fake metric” approach

Observation:
Angle structures depend on the discrete metric

Human eyes
Computer “eyes”
(under fake metric)

QC w/
BC = u

QC w/ same
BC = u

Conformal

Step 1:
Build a fake metric, then parameterize

Step 2:
Compute QC map to get a 
conformal parameterization
(solve Beltrami equation)

Quasiconformal for surface Remeshing



Experimental 
results:

Regular 
triangulation 

on the 
parameter 
domain

Compute QC on the 
regular triangulation

(solve Beltrami equation)



Experimental results:

Remeshing by interpolation  of the 
regular triangulation (w.r.t. conformal factor)

Remeshing by interpolation of 
standard orthogonal grid



Method 2: Teichmuller Map (T-Map)

T-Map:  Landmark matching QC-Map that minimizes the 
conformality distortion in the L-infinity sense

Variational formulation:

Solution:

BC has constant norm = UNIFORM conformality distortion

K.C. Lam, X.F. Gu, S.T. Yau, L.M. Lui, Teichmuller mapping (T-Map) and its applications to landmark matching 
registrations, accepted, SIAM Journal on Imaging Sciences (2013) 



Method 2: Teichmuller Map (T-Map)

Advantages of T-Map:

1. Preserve local geometry: minimizes conformality 
distortion;

2. Bijectivity: No flips or overlaps;

3. Uniqueness: Prescribed set of landmark constraints 
is associated to a unique mapping.



Brain landmark matching T-Map

T-Map for Brain registration with 3 sulcal landmarks



T-Map for Brain registration with 6 sulcal landmarks

Brain landmark matching T-Map



Brainstem registration

Brainstem: 
Anatomical brain structures which govern the balance 
control; regulate cardiac/respiratory function…

Goal: 
Study Adolescent Idiopathic Scholiosis = 3D structural 
deformity of the spine

Method: 
1.Find meaningful surface 
registration;
2.Statistical shape analysis.



Brainstem T-Map

Histogram of the BC norm

Normal AIS

T-Map



T-Map for high-genus surfaces

Vertebrae bone (genus-1) registration

Shape morphometry: analysis of bone cancer, AIS etc…

Bone 1 Bone 2


